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Jason A Lill£graven and
Lawrence M. Ostresh]r.

Evolution ofWyonllng's
Early Cenozoic
Topography and
Drainage Patiems
A serres of nine pairs of pal£ogeographi£ maps of the state of Wyoming
that begins in the Late Cretaceous and ends in the early Oligocene is pre-
sented. One map of each pair indi£ates relative topography, including
inferred fluvial/lacustrine drainage patterns, and is shown in a per-
spective view; its compl£ment indi£ates probabl£ limits ofhydrographi£
basins for each of the major river systems and is shown planimet-
ri£ally. Drainage patterns and areas of hydrographi£ basins changed
profoundly through the 30-million-year interval in sequential (and
partly overlapping) response to: Laramide tectoni£ events; Absaroka-
Gallatin-Challis volcanism; major erosion; and massive, distant vol-
canism. The area of a hydrographi£ basin affects, or is related to, virtu-
ally all hydrologic and geomorphologic processes that occur within the
watershed. In turn, these watershed characteristi£s directly and im-
portantly influence biow factors and the accumulation of economi£ally
important minerals. ThUs reconstructions of pal£olandscapes and an-
cient drainage patterns have impli£ations for the study of the evolution
of life, in addition to their economi£ appli£ations.

Wyoming's Paleogene (Paleocene through Oligocene) topographic evo-
lution was dramatic and complex. Major changes were wrought by the
successive (and partly overlapping; Figures 1 &>2) influences of Lara-
mide tectonism, Absaroka-Gallatin-Challis volcanism, widespread
erosion, and massive influxes of volcaniclastic debris £rom regions out-
side the state. The resulting fluvial and lacustrine drainage patterns
reflect this topogr~.phic evolutionary sequence. These patterns of drain-
age, in turn, allow recognition of regional uplifts that previously were
not discerned from more detailed, geographically localized investiga-
tions. Previous reconstructions ofWyoming paleolandscapes and drain-
age patterns have tended to focus on rather limited geographic areas and
temporal intervals.

The series ofnine reconstructions for Wyoming presented here begins
with the latest Cretaceous and ends with the early Oligocene (Figure 1;
see Berggren et al. 1985). A three-dimensional, topographic pers:eective
map (views are due north, as seen from 25° above the horizon, with sun
azimuth at 290° set 15° above the horizon) plus a fluvial pattern map
(planimetric view, emphasizing major drainage-divides) were pre-
pared for each of nine intervals. The perspective maps include consiqer-
able vertical exaggeration (probably about sixfold); an exact value
cannot be established because only relative, not absolute, elevations can
be surnrised for the paleolandscapes. Differences in relief (associated
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ERA: Mesozoic I Cenozoic I

FIGURE NO. 4 ,,6 7 II ') 1U 11 12

Figure 1. Geological time scale (cali-
brations are approximated from
Berggren et al. 1985 and Flynn 1986).
The positions of the figure numbers
relative to the time scale indicate the

approximate temporal settings of the
paleogeographic maps.
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with color changes) are intended to show relative degrees of elevation of
the various uplifts, basins, and alluvial plains for each reconstruction.
The maps suggest relati;ve amounts of uplift and erosion, but as curren:tly
conceived cannot indicate the amount of basin subsidence, an important
element of Laramide -style deformation in Wyoming during the Late Cre-
taceous and early Paleogene (Hagen et al. 1985). Also, although crustal
shortening across Wyoming during Laramide deformation was signifi-
cant (Gries 1983), uncertainties of magnitude for specific areas are
great; thus shortening was not included in these reconstructions. The
data upon which the maps are based are derived from hundreds of pub-
lished references, only the most pertinent of which are cited.

The study is restricted to Wyoming plus small parts of adjacent Mon-
tana, Idaho, and Utah, even though the geological events of Wyoming
are not fully representative of the Paleogene for the whole Rocky Moun-
tain region. Nevertheless, the latest Cretaceous through the early Oligo-
cene is better known overall in Wyoming than in neighboring states, and
development during this time directly impinges upon interpretations of
regional geological development. A stratigraphic record for the latest
Eocene ("Duchesnean") of Wyoming is virtually nonexistent (Savage &>
Russell 1983), so no maps are presented for that interval. The sequence
of reconstructions ends at the early Oligocene because much of the sub-
sequent stratigraphic record has been removed by the present cycle of
erosion. Wyoming's later Oligocene through Pliocene can better be de-
termined indirectly by studying surrounding areas.

Most Paleogene fluvial systems leaving Wyoming flowed across what
is now the Great Plains. The Paleogene sedimentary record of the Plains
states is so incomplete, however, that knowledge of their ancient drain-
age patterns is equivocal at best. Thus no attempt was made to deter-
mine the fate of Paleogene watercourses once they left Wyoming.

Because available radioisotopic dates are few and widely scattered,
mammalian paleontology has been used to provide relative dates of non-
maril].e Paleogene strata in the Rocky Mountain region. Thus terms (Fig-
ure 1) of the provincial "North American Land Mammal 'Ages' "
(Lillegraven &>McKenna 1986, Wood et al. 1941, Woodburne in press)
are used for the latest Mesozoic and Cenozoic. These local (North Amer-
ican) terms are preferred because they allow biochronological re:fme-
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ment, in contrast to uncertainties associated with correlation of epochal
(i.e., Paleocene through Oligocene) boundaries in North America to
their areas of original definition in dominantly marine strata of Europe.

Wyoming today (Love fspChristiansen 1985) is a high, semiarid pla-
teau (mean elevation, 1975 m, with two thirds ofits area within 507 m of
that value). But it is a plateau complicated by a series of mountains, gen-
erally northwest-trending, separated by broad, sparsely vegetated ba-
sins (Figure 3). Most of the state's primary physiographic features were
in place by the Clarkforkian (latest Paleocene-earliest Eocene). Thus
Wyoming's present physiography is in large part relict from the late
Eocene, and was preserved until quite recently by extensive Oligo-
Miocene infillings of the state's basins with debris from distant volcanic
sources. Evidence from western Nebraska (Swinehart et al. 1985) sug-
gests that the present cycle of erosion in Wyoming and in the adjacent
High Plains began sometime during the latter half of the Miocene. The
relatively less resistant Oligo- Miocene volcaniclastic debris was largely
scoured from Wyoming's basins, exhuming the more resistant rocks of
the mountains which dermed the Eocene landscape. -

Methods

The technical procedures used to develop the following paleogeograph-
ic reconstructions are new. All programs used were created by Ostresh
and are summarized in Table 1. Computations were performed on a
Control Data Corporation Cyber 760 at the University of Wyoming. The
figures were created on 35-mm color slides by the University ofWyo-
ming's III FR80/A Computer Output to Microf"Ilm recorder (COM).

RASTER is the name of the program that communicates with the
COM, via an intermediary set of driver routines developed by James
Kirkpatrick (University of Wyoming Computer Services). RASTER re-
quires three types of input: a matrix of elevations; a co-registered matrix
of color indices; and a set of control commands that provides informa-
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Figure 2. Relative timing of major
geologi1:alevents that influenced
Wyoming during latest Cretaceous
and Paleogenetimes. Widths of
the balloons suggest relative mag-
nitudes of C11:tivitythrough time
(within Wyoming only), Aggrada-
tion of distantly derived volcani-
clasti£ sediments continued well
into the Miocene.
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Figure 3. Dominant physio-
graphic features of the study
area (names from Webster's
New Geographical Dictionary
[1984] and U.S. Geological
Survey, Geographic Names
Information System, State of
Wyoming [1981]): 1, complex
mountainous terrain of
southwestern Montana;
2, combination of Snake Riv-
er Plain, Teton Basin
(Pierre's Hole), and Yellow-
stone National Park; 3, Ba-
sin Creek Uplift; 4, Teton
Range; 5,jackson Hole;
6, Washakie Range (largely
buried by Absaroka volcanic
sequences); 7, Absaroka
Range; 8, Beartooth Moun-
tains; 9, Bighorn Basin;
10, Owl Creek Mountains;
11, Pryor Mountains;
12, Bighorn Mountains;
13, Powder River Basin;
14, Black Hills; 15, Wyo-
ming-Idaho Overthrust Belt;
16, Gros Ventre Range;
17, Hoback Basin; 18, Wind
River Range; 19, Wind River Basin;
20, Granite Mountains (Sweetwater
Arch or Uplift); 21, Rattlesnake Hills
volcanic fzeld; 22, Shirley and Freeze-
out Mountains; 23, Shirley Basin
and Bates Hole; 24, Casper Arch;
25, Laramie Mountains; 26, Hart-
ville Uplift, Goshen Hole, and
Denver-julesburg Basin; 27, Green
River Basin proper and Bridger Ba-
sin; 28, Uinta Mountains; 29, Rock
Springs Uplift; 30, Great Divide (Red
Desert) Basin and Bison Basin;
31, Wamsutter Arch and Washakie
Basin; 32, Rawlins Uplift; 33, Hanna
Basin and Carbon Basin; 34, Sierra
Madre; 35, Saratoga Basin; 36,
Medicine Bow Mountains (including
Snowy Range); 37, Laramie Basin.
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tion such as title, vertical exaggeration, and viewer and sun positions
relative to the landscape. The matrix of elevations is a series of numerical
values organized as a matrix whose row and column indices represent
the northings and eastings (or in some cases, latitudes and longitudes) of
a given elevation. The matrix of color indices defmes special toning rules
for each of the elevations: an index of 0 means that RASTER's default col-

or scheme applies, forming shades of green in the lowlands, yellows and
oranges in the uplands; an index of 1 paints an elevation blue to repre-
sent lakes or streams. For the perspective views, these two indices suf-
ficed, but for the planimetric views as many as six color indices were
used. Color indices affect hue (red, green, yellow, etc.) and saturation
(vividness) of the colors; lightness is computed within RASTER as a
function of the sun's angle plus surface slope and aspect, using an equa-
tion derived from Lambert's law (Newman &>Sproull 1979).

Creation of the paleogeographic reconstructions began with sketches
of major topographic contour lines plus a superposed drainage net-
work, both developed by Lillegraven by interpretation from best avail-
able geological information. These drawings were digitized, using a
graphic input program called GRFNPUT, and modified with a graphic
editing program called GRFEDIT. At this initial stage, the digitized topo-
graphic contours consisted of poly lines (ordered sequences ofX,Y coor-
dinates), plus an elevation associated with each contour. The digitized
and co-registered drainage network consisted only of polylines. For
some of the figures, lake boundaries also were digitized as polylines.

Seven programs were used to create and modif}r matrices of elevation
and color indices from the polyline data. CON2MAT fITStconverted the
contour polylines and elevations into a co-registered matrix of eleva-
tions. The matrix was then smoothed by the program called SMOOTHE
which, at each iteration, replaces each elevation by a weighted average
of itself and its surrounding eight elevations. SMOOTHE was iterated 10
times to produce a "structure matrix" of elevations.

To simulate texture to an otherwise smooth landscape surface, each
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Table 1. Programs Used to Create the Figures Oisted in order of OCCUITencein the text)

RASTER

Input:
Matrix of elevations.

Matrix of color indices (optional).
Control commands.

Output:
Perspective views of the matrix of eleva-
tions, reproduced as 35-mm color slides.
Re:marks:

The program divides the slide into 1000
scan lines with 1500 pixels per scan line. It
features hidden surface elimination, Gour-
aud color smoothings, and a shading mod-
el based upon Lambert's law (Newman &:>
Sproull 1979). The viewer and sun ppsi-
tions, vertical exaggeration, and several
other parameters can be controlled by the
user. In the absence of a matrix of color in-
dices, the surface hue is a function of eleva-
tion. Can handle input matrices of as many
as.1000 rows and 1000 columns.

GRFNPUT
Input:
Initializing control coordinates.
Individual points or streams of points from
a digitizing pad.
Output:
X,Y coordinates of points or streams of
points in a coordinate system of the user's
choice, as defmed by initializing controls.
Remarks:

Initializing control coordinates make the
digitizing process "relocatable"; i.e., one
can tape down a drawing, digitize parts of
it, remove it from the digitizing pad, tape it
down again in a subsequent session in a
different position and orientation, then con-
tinue to digitize the drawing; the fIrst and
second parts digitized will co-register.
GRFEDIT
Input:
A set of polylines or polygons.
User editing commands.
Output:
An edited set of poJylines or polygons.
Re:marks:

This is an interactive graphics editor cur-

rently implemented on a Tektronix
4207 color graphics terminal, which uses
routines in the Tektronix IGL Plot 10 Inter-

active Graphics Library. The input data are
first displayed on the screen, then the user
can zoom and pan to particular locations
for editing. The editing commands include
changing the location of a point, inserting
and deleting points, and dumping selected
poJylines or polygons to an output fIle.

CON2MAT

Input:
Contour elevation and polylines.
Output:
Matrix of elevations of as many as 300
rows and 300 colunms, specifIed by user.
SMOOTHE

Input:
Matrix of elevations.

Output:
Smoothed matrix of elevations.
Remarks:
The number of smoothing iterations is con-
trollable by the user. Each iteration re-
places each input elevation by the weighted
average ofitself and as many as eight adja-
cent elevations.

FRACTAL
Input:
A random number generator seed.
A fractal dimension.

Output:
A 257-row by 257-column matrix of
elevations.
Remarks:
The fractal dimension varies between 2.0
and 3.0. A dimension of2.0 gives a smooth
surface, while a dimension of 3.0 produces
a chaotic, essentially random matrix of ele-
vations. The authors used a value of2.7.

BLEND

Input:
Two or more matrices of same order.
User-supplied computer code that defmes
the way the two matrices are to be com-
bined, element by element.

Output:
A new matrix of the same order as the in-
put matrices, each element of which is a
combination of the input matrices, follow-
ing computational rules specifIed by user.

LIN2MAT
Input:
A set of polylines.
An associated set of color indices or values
(optional).

Output:
A matrix of as many as 300 rows and 300
colunms, as specifIed by user. If no indices
or values are supplied, matrix has a value
of 0 except in positions crossed by poly-
lines, where it has a value of 1. Otherwise,
it has a user-supplied background value
except in positions crossed by polylines,
where it has the polyline index or value.

LIN2POL

Input:
A set of polylines.
Output:
A set of closed, coherent polygons ("closed"
means that the fIrSt point and the last point
are the same; "coherent" means that the
boundary of the polygon does not cross it-
self or any other polygon or polyline).

POL2MAT
Input:
A set of closed, coherent polygons.
An associated set of color inclices or values
(optional).
Output:
A matrix of as many as 300 rows by 300
colunms, as specifIed by the user. Loca-
tions inside or on the border of the polygon
have the value 1 (or the index or value of
the polygon, if this is supplied). Other loca-
tions have the value 0 (or a user-supplied
background value).

AREA
Input:
A set of closed, coherent polygons.
Output:
The area of each polygon.

structure matrix was "crumpled" slightly by blending it with a fractal
(Mandelbrot 1983) matrix of elevations. The fractal program itself
(called FRACTAL) is a generalization of a routine by Dewdney (1986).
The blending in effect superimposes a fractal zone upon the structure
matrix; the blended elevation will be somewhere between the original
structure elevation and a certain percentage (the authors used 50%) of
that elevation, depending upon the value of the fractal elevation.

The polylines for drainage patterns were input to the program called
LlN2MAT to create a 1/0 matrix indicating the presence or absence of
rivers and streams. Lake polylines were converted into lake polygcms by
the program LlN2POL, then these polygons were input to the program
POL2MA T to create a 1/0 matrix indicating the presence or absence of
lakes. BLEND then lowered the elevations (by 30.5 m) at locati9ns
where rivers and lakes were present. The lake 1/0 matrix was also input
to RASTER as a color index matrix to paint the lakes blue. In construct-
ing lake polygons from polylines, LlN2POL simply ensured that the be-
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ginning and ending points of polygons forming the lake boundaries
were the same. More generally, LIN2POL is a program that creates a set
of closed polygons from any set of intersecting polylines. Here it was
used to create color index polygons for Figure 3 and for the planimetric
views of the hydrographic basins. These polygons were then input to
POL2MA T to create color index matrices for processing by RASTER.

An additional program (called AREA) was used to compute the areas
of drainage basins (Table 1). The algorithm is derived from Simpson's
rule (ITIC 1963), and consists oftakingthe absolute value of the sum of
the following terms for 1= 2,N:

0.5. [Y(I) + Y(I-1)]. [X(I)-X(I-1)]

where X(I),Y(I) is the coordinate ofthe Ith point ofN in the perimeter.

PaZeogeographil:Reconstructions
Late Lancian (Latest Cretaceous) (Figure 4)

Through most ofthe 31-million-year history ofthe Late Cretaceous, Wy-
oming repeatedly was transgressed and regressed by the western shore-
line of a generally shallow epicontinental sea that extended from the
Arctic Sea to the Gulf of Mexico. The body of water is known most com-
monly as the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway. Throughout most of
the Late Cretaceous, emergent parts of Wyoming formed part of a vast,
heavily vegetated coastal plain that separated the western shoreline from
zones of major deformation and volcanism farther to the west (McGoo-
keyet al. 1972). Great volumes of erosional debris were carried east-
ward from the uplands by major rivers, and deposited on the subsiding
coastal plains and in shallow seas. Also, huge volumes of volcanic ash
periodically settled on the terrestrial and marine landscape.

The latest Cretaceous (Landan) was a time of withdrawal of the
epeiric sea from the North American western interior. In spite ofsignifi-
cant local uplifts subject to subaerial erosion that existed across various
parts of Wyoming prior to the Landan, the major events of the generally
eastwardly migrating Laramide orogeny (Hamilton 1981) did not reach
Wyoming until about that time. Several ofthe modem mountain ranges
and their intervening, subsiding basins (Figure 3) first became derIDed
during the Landan. Included within these are the Granite Mountains
(Love 1970), Wind River Range (Steidtmann et al. 1986), Gros Ventre
Range (Dorr et al. 1977), Washakie Range (Love 1973), Uinta Uplift
(Bruhn et al. 1986, W. Hansen 1984), greater Green River Basin, and
Wind River Basin (Keefer 1965, 1970). More localized uplifts included
parts of the Medicine Bow Range (Blackstone 1975, 1983) and probably
the Beartooth Uplift. All of these tectonic elements, however, had ill-
defined borders during the Landan, and were expressed as elongated,
somewhat asymmetric dome-like structures. No evidence indicates the
existence during Landan time of the Owl Creek, Bighorn, Sierra Madre,
Laramie, or BlackHills uplifts.

The southwest comer of Wyoming experienced active, mostly west -to-
east thrusting during the Landan, with synorogenic deposition of debris
eroded from the various thrust sheets (Kraig et al. 1987, Lamerson 1982,
Oriel fspTracey 1970, Royse et al. 1975). The authors' reconstructions of
the Wyoming Overthrust Belt (Figures 4-9), though developed from
Wiltschko fspDorr's (1983) models, are generalized, designed merely to
suggest broad evolutionary patterns.

The northwest comer of Wyoming was buried by vast packages of
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coarse, largely quartzitic debris derived from major uplifts (mostly
thrust sheets; Kraus 1985) in central and eastern Idaho (the "Targhee
Uplift" of Love 1973). Within the sedimentary deposits the volcanic de-
bris-derived from important centers of Late Cretaceous volcanism in
southwestern Montana (Lindsey 1972)-increases northward.

The overall grain of drainage across Wyoming during Lancian time
was dendritic and generally eastward, with minor divides caused by the
various gentle uplifts that existed across the southwestern half of the
state. Because of a persistent connection between the northern Wind
River Range and southern Washakie Range, the present-day area of
Jackson Hole drained into the northern Green River Basin (present Ho-
back Basin), rather than more directly eastward into the Wind River Ba-
sin. That peculiarity of drainage seems to have persisted until early in the
Eocene (perhaps as late as late Wasatchian; McKenna 1980a). The
drainage pattern in the Overthrust Belt is shown (Figures 4-10) as hav-
ing been trellislike, but detailed fluvial connections are hypothetical.

Puercan (Earliest Paleocene) (Figure 5)

The earliest Paleocene landscape heralded significant changes from that
of the Lancian. Most important were continued eastward migration and
increased complexity of the Overthrust Belt, origin of the Basin Creek
Uplift (Love 1973), gentle doming of the Rock Springs Uplift (Winterfeld

b.. ~MmG TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAmAGE PATffiRNS.~

Figure 4. The Lancian aatest
Cretaceous); top, hydrographic
basins; bottom, interpretive pa-
leotopography. See Table 2 for
comparisons of the evolving ar-
eas of the hydrographic basins.
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Figure 5. ThE Puercan (earliest
Paleocene): top, hydrographic
basins; bottom, interpretive pa-
leotopography. Note deflection of
drainage in thE northErn area by
uplift of thE Black Hills.
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1982), and an early broad upwarp of the Black Hills (Flores fspEthridge
1985). Additionally, each of the previously mentioned Lancian uplifts
except the Beartooth block became more elevated m response to mcreas-
mg mtensity ofLaramide tectonism. Local mdications exist for initial up-
lifts of mmor parts of the ancestral Bighorn Mountams. The timillg of
initial uplift of the Laramie Mountams is unknown, but because the
range was stripped of any preexisting sedimentary cover down to its Pre-
cambrian core by early Eocene time (Blackstone 1975), the authors sug-
gest mmor uplift early m the Paleocene. The currently exposed core of
the Laramie Mountams was at a depth of about 4 km prior to uplift
Oohnson fspSmithson 1985). No Paleocene or early Eocene strata have
been preserved m Wyommg east of the Laramie Mountams. Ahlbrandt
fspGroen (1987) suggest that such absence can be explamed by periodic
middle Tertiary uplift of parts of southeastern Wyommg, and erosion of
any earlier Cenozoic sedimentary accumulations.

Increased defInition ofthe RockSprings Uplift further split the greater
Green River Basm mto its present western component (Green River Ba-
sm proper and Bridger Basm) and eastern component (Great Divideand
Washakie Basins). Similarly-assummg a Puercan origin of the Lara-
mie Mountams- the Laramie and ShirleyBasms appeared. But little ev-
idence suggests separation of the Bighorn and Powder River Basms.

Accordmgto these restorations of the dramage pattern, the southwest-
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ern haJf of the state directly inherited most of the fluvial system charac-
teristic of the Lancian. But because of the onset of the Black Hills

upwarp, drainage of the northeastern quarter of the state changed
markedly; the earliest version of the Powder River came into existence,
probably draining northward across what is now southeastern Mon-
tana. Though Ayers (1986) suggested that early Paleocene fluvial sys'-
terns drained to the southwest out of the present area of the Powder River
Basin, the authors consider that unlikely. Instead, Figure 5 was con-
structed using paleocurrent data presented by Flores &>Ethridge (1985).

Torrejonian (Late Early Paleocene) (Figure 6)

The Beartooth Uplift remained minor until Clarkforkian time. The Rock
Springs Uplift was essentially buried during the Torrejonian. Most of the
Lancian-Puercan positive areas, however, continued their relative ele-
vations during the Torrejonian. Uplift of the washakie Range became
particularly important. These various orogenic events (and concomitant
active subsidence of adjacent basins) were accompanied until the end of
the Wasatchian by continued eastward development of younger thrust
plates of the Overthrust Belt. Beginning at about Torrejonian time the
eastward convexity (as seen in map view) of the leading edge of the
Overthrust Belt became obvious; the northern end of the Wyoming
thrust sheets had met the structural impediment of the ancestral Gros
Ventre Range (Dorr et al. 1977).

The most important single event in Wyoming associated with Torre-
jonian time was definitive uplift of the ancestral Bighorn Mountains.
This event delineated the Bighorn versus Powder River Basins, and was
associated with the earliest marked subsidence of the Powder River Ba-

sin along a definite basinal axis. Major uplift of the Casper Arch postdat-
ed the Torrejonian and, in agreement with Ayers (1986), the authors
suggest in Figure 6 that extensive lake deposits of the northeastern Wind
River Basin (Waltman Lake of Keefer 1961, Phillips 1983) and the west-
ern Powder River Basin (Lake Lebo) may have been contiguous for part
of that time. In any case, active middle Paleocene subsidence in the two
basins led to extensive lakes and deposition oflacustrine strata. Farther
to the south, other lakes persisted through much of Paleocene time with-
in the present area of the Hanna Basin (Glass 1975).

Uplift of the Laramie Mountains likely became substantial enough by
Torrejonian time to deflect drainage patterns :trom the southwestern haJf
ofWyoming northward into the Wind River and Powder River Basins. If
true, the Lancian-Puercan major eastward drainage out of southeast-
ern Wyoming would have been severely restricted areally, probably be-
ing limited to the area immediately east of the crest of the Laramie
Mountains. Ayers (1986) suggested that drainage :trom Lake Lebo was to
the southeast, as based on interpretation of ancient paleoslope. But in
light of evidence for significant westward input of sands (Ayers 1986,
Flores &>Ethridge 1985) in southern reaches of the Powder River Basin,
the authors interpret the lake's outlet to have been northward. If true,
most of the northeastern half of Wyoming contributed surface waters to
the monumental delta system of western North Dakota (Cherven &>Ja-
cob 1985) that drained into the shallow Cannonball Sea. Marine waters
of the Cannonball Sea persisted across the northern Great Plains through
much of the early Paleocene, with connection northward to the Arctic
Sea (Marincovich et al. 1985). .

Although the western end of the Owl Creek Mountains probably was
a positive area, the eastern parts of the future range remained a lowland.
Streams :trom at least the southern haJf of the newly derIDed Bighorn Ba-
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Figure 6. The Tornjonian (late
early Paleocene): top, hydro-
graphic basins; bottom, inter-
pretive paleotopography. The
large lake system probably
drained northward into ancient
Montana. The authors conjec-
ture that the rising Laramie
Mountains dtiflected drainage in
the south toward the north. Ac-
cording to interpretations ex-
pressed in this pair of maps,
most of the area of study
drained northward.
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sin probably drained southward into Waltman Lake. Thus it appears
that, during Torrejonian time, most of the area of Wyoming fed into the
lacustrine systems ofthe Wind River and Powder River Basins. Because
of the extensive, persistent, and occasional foul-water nature of Walt-
man Lake, that drainage was probably internal for part of its existence.

Paleocene drainage patterns within the Bighorn Basin are in need of
general review. Although northward drainage of the more northerly half
of the basin during the Torrejonian (and for the entirety of the basin
thereafter) has been suggested here, field evidence for such patterns is
equivocal, or in some places contradictory, until late in the Clarkforkian
(Kraus 1980). As proposed by Bown (1980), southward drainage out of
the Bighorn Basin may well have been more general and more persistent
during the Paleocene than here hypothesized. Influx of coarse clastic
sediments during closing phases of deposition ofWaltman Lake, howev-
er, suggests that marginal uplifts were well established (Phillips 1983).

Tiffanian (Later Paleocene) (Figure 7)

The magnitude of Laramide orogenesis suggested in Figure 1 increased
during the Tiffanian beyond that of the Torrejonian, and approached
culmination in the Clarkforkian-Wasatchian. The Bighorn Mountains
continued broad upwarping, and the Black Hills achieved maximum
uplift. New data ITom northern parts of the Powder River Basin (Merin
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&>Lindhohn 1986) suggest that the ranges surrounding the basin were
locally eroded to their Precambrian cores during late phases of the Pa-
leocene. Particularly important uplifts occurred in the northern Lara-
mie, Medicine Bow, Sierra Madre, and northern Uinta Mountains, and
Wind River and Gros Ventre Ranges. The Casper Arch apparently began
to rise at about this time. In contrast, uplands that seemingly became re-
duced in elevation (through curtailed tectonism or extensive erosion) in-
clude the Basin Creek Uplift, the Washakie Range, and the Rock Springs
Uplift; the last probably was covered by sediments during the Tiffanian.
There is little evidence for significant uplift of the eastern Owl Creek
Mountains or Beartooth block.

Paleocene history of the Shirley and Freezeout Mountains area north
of the Hanna and Carbon Basins is largely unknown. Nevertheless, for
purposes of discussion, the authors suggest major uplift of areas of the
Shirley and Freezeout Mountains during the Tiffanian. Analysis of con-
glomerates across the Hanna and Carbon Basins (D. Hansen 1986),
however, suggests that some uplift of the northern basin rim occurred as
early as the latest Cretaceous.

Minor volcanism occurred near the northeastern corner of Wyoming
beginning in the late Paleocene, continuing into the late Eocene (Chad-
wick 1985). Because of uncertainties of timing, however, the various
small centers have not been plotted on the maps herein.

Much of Wyoming's drainage pattern for the Tiffanian was directly
inherited from that of the Torrejonian; principal differences involve the
Wind River, Powder River, and, probably, the Bighorn Basins. Waltman
Lake was greatly reduced in area from its Torrejonian maximum, and
probably experienced external drainage via streams that were eroding
eastward across the gently elevating Casper Arch. The previously exten-
sive lacustrine systems of the western Powder River Basin also were
greatly curtailed, and were replaced by coal swamps with generally
northward, external drainage.

Drainage patterns of the medial Paleocene in the Bighorn Basin are
uncertain. The hypothesis here is that low-magnitude upwarping of the
eastern Owl Creek Mountains began in the Tiffanian in association with
early stages in development of the South Owl Creek Fault System (which
also influenced early tectonism of the Casper Arch). Even quite limited
uplift of the eastern Owl Creeks would have diverted drainages in the
southern Bighorn Basin northward, presaging the more definite Clark-
forkian pattern. Minor lake deposits are described within the Tiffanian
section of the northern Bighorn Basin, with influxes of clastic sediments
from the Beartooth and Bighorn Mountains (Yuretich et al. 1984). The
western margin of the Bighorn Basin remained open and continued to
receive gravels derived by river. systems from far-western source areas
(Kraus 1985). The source was established in the latest Cretaceous, and
intermittent influxes of western gravels continued into Wasatchian time.

Clarkforkian (Latest Paleocene-Earliest Eocene) (Figure 8)

The Clarkforkian and early Wasatchian represent the interval of most in-
tensive crustal deformation in Wyoming during the Laramide Or!?geny.
Intensive tectonism was neither universal nor equal, and influenced
some mountain ranges much more than others. The Clarkforkian (and
early Wasatchian) was the time of principal uplift of the Beartooth,
Wind River, Gros Ventre, and Granite Mountains positive areas. Impor-
tant uplift continued in the Medicine Bow, Sierra Madre, Uinta, and Big-
horn Mountains, Casper Arch, and even along the southern margin of
the Wind River Basin. Gentle elevation probably continued along the
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Figure 7. The Tiffanian (later
Paleocene): top, hydrographic
basins; bottom, interpretive pa-
leotopography. Development of
Lake Belfry suggests increasing
importance of northward drain-
agefrom the Bighorn Basin.
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length of the Laramie Mountains. As was the case earlier, the Basin
Creek Uplift and Washakie Range were reduced by erosion; the Washa-
kie Range also experienced important downfaulting (Winterfeld fspCon-
ard 1983). The Rock Springs Uplift probably remained buried by
sedimentary debris. Though field evidence is scant, the eastern Owl
Creek Mountains probably were undergoing upwarping; however, ma-
jor faulting and dominant uplift occurred during the'WasatchiaIl. The
Clarkforkian drainage pattern was inherited directly, with few signifi-
cant alterations, from that of the Tiffanian.

Early Wasatchian (Early Eocene) (Figure 9)
Intensive erosion accompanied the final important pulses of the Lara-
mide Orogeny, supplying tremendous volumes of sediments from up-
lands into all of Wyoming's basins. The uplands were deeply dissected
and eventually subdued in topography as compared with elevations
characteristic of the Clarkforkian and earliest Wasatchian. By Wasat-
chian time, Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata had been eroded from the
crests of all of Wyoming's ranges, broadly exposing their ancient Pre-
cambrian cores. As a result, prodigious volumes of granitic debris were
shed from the mountainous cores into Wasatchian basins of Wyoming,
and deep canyons and generally complex topographies were developed
on the very crests ofthe mountains. Many of these high-level Wasatchian
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canyons were to be secondarily filled by sediments during various youn-
ger intervals of Wyoming's Tertiary history.

The Bighorn and Laramie Mountains continued to uplift, and the Owl
Creek Mountains and Casper Arch experienced their most important de-
formation. Late in the Wasatchian (not shown in Figure 9) the fIrst con-
sequential pulses of volcanism began at the future site of the Absaroka
Range (Smedes &: Prostka 1972). The main Absaroka volcanic episode,
however, was limited to Bridgerian and, especially, Uintan time (Love,
Kudo et al. 1976). The drainage pattern of the Wasatchian was inherited
without signillcant change ITom the Clarkforkian. However, the advent
of Absaroka volcanism introduced dramatic alterations in the general
patterns of middle Eocene drainage across most of Wyoming.

Late Wasatchian-Bridgerian
(Earlier Medial Eocene) (Figure 10) n

Laramide orogenesis (Figure 1) was mainly completed in Wyomillg by
the end of the Wasatchian. Though important eastward. motion of
the Overthrust Belt persisted late into the Wasatchian, nonvolcanic
mountain-building in Wyoming was comparatively minor after that
time. Nevertheless, markedly changing paleodrainage patterns suggest
that important regional warpings occurred during the Bridgerian and
Uintan, followed by extensive erosion across much of the Rocky Moun-
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Figure 8. The Clarkforkian aat-
est Paleocene-earliEst Eocene):
top, hydrographic basins; bot-
tom, interpretive paleotopo-
graphy. Although Laramide
tectonism was beginning to cul-
minate, the observed drainage
pattern was inherited without
major changefrom the one that
characterized the Tiffanian.
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Figure 9. The early Wasatchian
(early Eocene): top, hydrograph-
ic basins; bottom, interpretive
paleotopography. Important
Laramide tectonism continUEd
through this interval; neverthe-
less, ancient highlands became
deeply dissected by intensive ero-
sion, The early Wasatchian rep-
resents the end of the basic
drainage patterns established
early in the Paleocene.
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tains during the last few million years of the Eocene. Part of the key to un-
derstanding these later Eocene events must lie with the onset of
volcanism (Chadwick 1985) in central Wyoming (Rattlesnake Hills
field) and, on a vastly larger scale, in northwestern Wyoming (Absaroka
field), central and eastern Idaho (Challis field), and western Montana
(Gallatin field plus various smaller centers). Though the Rattlesnake
Hills volcanic field was a comparatively minor contributor to extrusive
debris (Pekarek 1978), the Absaroka, Gallatin, and Challis centers eject-
ed great volumes oflava and ash onto the Eocene landscape (Love, Leo-
pold et al. 1978; McKenna 1980a). These volcaniclastic materials were
weathered by the warm, humid climate, reworked by the streams, and
during Bridgerian time filled much of the Bighorn and Wind River Ba-
sins. Even the Wind River Range (Steidtmann et al. 1983) must have
been largely buried during the Bridgerian, as Absaroka-derived debris
has been recorded southwest of the present southern Wind River in the
northern Green River Basin (Groll ~ Steidtmann 1987).

The late Wasatchian and, especially, the Bridgerian were times of ma-
jor development of lakes in the western half of Wyoming. Fossil Lake
formed during...the latter half of the Wasatchian in the eastern Wyoming
Overthrust Belt; its duration was comparatively brief and apparently did
not persist into the Bridgerian. The lake system of the Green River Basin
(Lake Gosiute), in contrast, was much more extensive in space and time.
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Lake Gosiute began in the medicil Wasatchian and persisted hite into the
Bridgerian. Although direct connection between Fossil Lake and Lake
Gosiute would have been ephemeral CWoHansen 1985), the former
probably drained from near its southern end into the latter.

The southern part ofthe Bighorn Basin also was a center oflacustrine
deposition during the Bridgerian. Extant deposits representing various
intervals of the history of Tatman Lake CBown 1982) extend from the
southeastern Absaroka Range on the west to the present crest of the east-
ern Owl Creek Mountains on the east. Wasatchian canyons on flanks of
the Owl Creeks were infilled by fluvial and lacustrine strata during the
Bridgerian and younger intervals. Because of extensive late Cenozoic
erosion, the original southern limits of Tatman Lake Cover what is now
the northeastern Wind River Basin) probably never will be known; the
shoreline drawn in Figure 10 is a conservative estimate, based upon the
approximate limits of field evidence. Although most of the record has
been removed by erosion, other Bridgerian lakes may well have eXisted
across what is now the Wind River Basin CLove,McGrew et al. 1963). An
example is represented by lacustrine sediments in unit 4 of the Wagon
Bed Formation as exposed on northwestern flanks of the Granite Moun-
tains CVanHouten 1964). The size of the lake is unknown, but it was per-
sistent enough to allow development of low-grade oil shales CR.C.
Surdam personal communication).

WYOMING TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE PATTERNS

Figure 10. The late Wasatchian
and Bridgerian (earlier medial
Eocene):top, hydrographic ba-
sins; bottom, interpretive paleo-
topography. The advent of
intensive volcanic activity in
northwestern Wyoming, south-
western Montana, and east-
central Idaho probably led to
thermogenic upwarping of the
entire volcanic area. Temporary
internal drainage developed
Lake Tatman in the southern
Bighorn Basin, and major lake
systems grew in southwestern
Wyoming. Much of the drainage
pattern characteristic. of the Pa-
leocenethrough the early Eocene
had been disrupted.
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Although much is unknown about details ofWyoming's drainage pat-
terns during the late Wasatchian and Bridgerian, dramatic changes
from preexisting conditions had clearly developed. By the late Wasat-
chian, for example, the previous positive connection between the north-
ern Wind RiverRange and southern Washakie Range (McKenna 1980a)
had been eroded so that rivers north of the Gros Ventre Range passed
eastward into the northwest corner of the Wind River Basin.

The authors agree with Sklenar @:JAndersen (1985) that at first Lake
Gosiute drained externally, via streams that eventually entered the Pow-
der River system, leaving Wyoming to the north. But rather than drain-
ing directly northward across the then tectonically active Granite
Mountains, early Lake Gosiute may well have first drained to the east as
proposed for the Torrejonian through earlier Wasatchian (Figures 6-
9). Later, Lake Gosiute developed internal drainage (Sullivan 1985),
with major accumulations oftrona in the Green River Basin. Finally, late
in its existence, Lake Gosiute developed southerly outlets, thus vastly in-
creasing the hydrographic limits for the complex lacustrine systemof the
Piceance Basin of northwestern Colorado and the Uinta Basin of north-
eastern Utah. As proposed by Dickinson et al. (1987), Lake Uinta and its
various tributaries (including Wyoming's late Lake Gosiute) probably
drained westward into a fluvial system, with other shallow lakes along
the way (Enuy 1987), leading ultimately to Oregon where it emptied
into the Pacific Ocean. The southerly drainage from Wyoming's Green
River Basin persisted at least into the early Uintan.

Drainage patterns associated with environs of Tatman Lake are most-
ly unknown, except at its western shorelines along ancient uplands of
the southeastern Absaroka Range. Initial drainage may have been inter-
nal. With continued basin-:fillingby volcaniclastic debris, the lake prob-
ably fed streams that flowed southward toward the Green River Basin.
Though the authors have not endorsed the idea in the present recon-
structions, Love, McGrew et al. (1963) suggested that the entire eastern
half of Wyoming tilted westward during the Bridgerian, thus also con-
tributing waters to Lake Gosiute and points south.

In any case, the drainage divides hypothesized in Figures 10 and 11
differ dramatically from those typical of the Paleocene through the early
Wasatchian (Figures 6-9). During Bridgerian and early Uintan time all
but the northeastern third ofWyoming's surface contributed waters that
flowed southward (and probably ultimately to the Pacific Coast) rather
than, as was previously the case, northward and eastward (either to
Hudson Bay or the Gulf ofMexico). If true, the hydrographic limits ofthe
Green River Basin were markedly larger than those visualized by Brad-
ley (1964). The Continental Divideduring the Bridgerian and at least the
early Uintan in Wyoming seems to have been parallel to itspresent coun-
terpart, though the Eocene version was somewhat farther to the north-
east. In all probability, drainage patterns of the northern Bighorn and
Powder River Basins and southeastern corner of Wyoming fundamen-
tally retained their Paleocene-early Wasatchian distributions.

The advent of extensive volcanism in northwestern Wyoming and in
adjacent states may be the key to understanding the medial and late Eo-
cene evolution of paleodrainages. Broad upwarps associated with
batholithic and volcanic centers seem to have occurred and probably
were caused by differential heat flow to the earth's surface, associated
with changing interactions between the lithosphere and the subducting
Farallon Plate (Engebretson et al. 1984). These subregional uplifts,
probably thermogenic in origin, are geologically recognizable in the
gross evolution of drainage patterns (c£ Underwood @:JBachman 1986).
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Early Uintan (Later Medial Eocene) (Figure 11)
Volcanic activity in northwestern Wyoming, eastern Idaho, and south-
western Montana continued from, and even intensified beyond, condi-
tions during the Bridgerian. The western basins of Wyoming continued
to be infilled by volcaniclastic debris, aided by continued erosion of
summit crests of the various Laramide mountain ranges. Among the lo-
cal ranges, only the Uinta Mountains were actively uplifted during Uin-
tan time (W. Hansen 1984). Though in part conjectural, the authors
suggest in Figure 11 that basins within the Wyoming Overthrust Belt
were largely filled by ash and other volcaniclastic debris (Nelson 1973),
contributed in part from the Challis volcanic field. Moreover, major
parts of the Owl Creek Mountains and the Washakie, Gros Ventre, and
much of the Wind River Ranges probably were essentially buried by de-
bris from the Absaroka field during at least early Uintan time.

A probable effect of local volcanism on the Uintan landscap«::,was a
broad upwarping of Wyoming's northwest quarter, and continuation of
a general southerly grain to the drainage across most of the state. Thus
fine-grained volcaniclastics originating in northwestern Wyoming were
carried by surface streams during early Uintan time directly into north-
western Colorado Uohnson 1985, Surdam @:iStanley 1980).

Though the limits oflacustrine deposition are wholly unknown, bod-
ies of water persisted along the northeastern border of the Wind River
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Figure 11. The early Uintan (lat-
er medial Eocene): top, hydro-
graphil: basins; bottom, inter-
pretive paleotopography. With
intensifYing volcanil: activity to
the northwest, most of the area
drained southward into ancient
northwestern Colorado.
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Basin during at least part ofthe Uintan (Thaden 1980), probably part of
the generally southward drainage pattern into the Green River Basin.

Duchesnean(Late Eocene) (Not Figured)
The last 5 million years of the Eocene of Wyoming are virtually un-
known; strata of that age are documented only in patches around the
northeastern (Krishtalka ~ Setoguchi 1977) and southeastern (Emry
1973) Wind River Basin and in a small part of southeastern Wyoming
near the Nebraska border (Schlaikjer 1935). The interval also is poorly
documented throughout the Rocky Mountains in general and seems to
represent an interval dominated by intensive regional, or even conti-
nent-wide erosion (Epis et al. 1980, Gresens 1981). Of the mountains in
the immediate vicinity of Wyoming, only the Uintas continued their up-
lift, shedding coarse, clastic debris from their flanks (W. Hansen 1986).
Volcanism was greatly reduced in the Absaroka field during this inter-
val, though it persisted in the Challis field of Idaho. Drainage patterns
across most of Wyoming during the latest Eocene are quite unknown.

Early Chadronian (Earliest Oligocene) (Figure 12)

Near the end of the Eocene, volcanic events wholly external to Wyoming
began to profoundly influence its topography. Colossal volumes ofteph-
ra settled across Wyoming, derived from many sources across the Pacific
Northwest, Nevada, and western Utah. Additional volcanic centers
ranging from southeastern Arizona across central New Mexico into
northern Colorado also may have contributed somewhat.

The repetitious blanketings of airborne volcanic ash were washed off
the highlands, reworked by fluvial and eolian processes, and redeposit-
ed in the basins by periodic flooding of sediment-choked streams of all
sizes. All of Wyoming's basins were in large part filled during Chadron-
ian time by distantly derived volcanic ash combined with sediments
shed locally by erosion from persistent uplands. Basinal deposition
lapped progressively lp.gher onto mountainous flanks through time
(Love 1978). Southern divides of the Bighorn Mountains, for example,
were covered high enough during the Chadronian that volcanic pebbles
eroded :trom remnant peaks of the Absaroka Range and were carried by
rivers directly eastward to nearly the center of the Powder River Basin
(McKenna 1980b, McKenna ~ Love 1972).

Because of the extensive early Oligocene infillings of Wyoming's ba-
sins, a basic eastwardly grained drainage pattern reminiscent of that of
the latest Cretaceous (Figure 4) was established. Evidence from Wyo-
ming's High Plains (Stanley 1976), however, suggests that the southern
Laramie Mountains were not covered until the early Miocene (contra
Seeland 1985). Thus, as implied by Harshman (1972), Chadronian
streams immediately west of the Laramie Mountains flowed, as most do
today, to the north. The Black Hills positive area also served to deflect the
otherwise generally eastward drainages at the northeast corner ofWyo-
ming. Seeland (1985) suggested that fluvial systems to the north ofthe
Black Hills ultimately drained toward Hudson Bay, while those to the
south of the Black Hills flowed to the Gulf of Mexico.

By late Chadronian time, Wyoming's landscape was one of consider-
able monotony, dominated by vast savannah shrublands with distantly
separated and heavily eroded remnants of Laramide uplifts (Lillegraven
~ Tabrum 1983). Except for late Oligocene pulses of uplift of the Wind
River Range (Steidtmann 1987), the general landscape became ever-
more planar until apout the middle of the Miocene; basinal aggradation
of dominantly volcaniclastic sediments continued. Conditions then shift-
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ed during an interval of several million years that was characterized by
alternate cutting and filling (Skinner et al. 1977). Finally, approximately
the past 10 million years reflect the dominance of massive erosion (An-
gevine &0Flanagan 1987), exhuming an essentially Eocene topography.

Discussion

Dramatic changes in areas of hydrographic basins occurred across the
region of study during the 30-million-year period of interest (Table 2).
Clearly, the time scales are much greater than geomorphologists ordi-
narily study (Lewin 1980) .Nevertheless, such researchers long have rec-
ognized the crucial importance of areas of drainage basins to virtually
all measurable hydrologic and geomorphic elements (e.g., Chorley
1972, Dunne ~ Leopold 1978, Gardiner ~ Park 1978, Gregory ~,Wall-
ing 1973, Langbein et al. 1947, Schumm 1977, Zavoianu 1985). In fact,
Anderson (1957) referred to the area of hydrographic basins as "the dev-
iI's own variable" because of its close interaction with almost every
kIIOwn watershed characteristic. Surface and subsurface flow regimes
of watersheds also have direct and important influences upon biotic fac-
tors (especially on vegetation and aquatic species) and accumulation of
economically important minerals. Thus, although beyond the intended
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Figure 12. The early Chadron-
ian (earliest Oligocene):top, hy-
drographic basins; bottom,
interpretive paleotopography.
Massive influxes of air-fall
volcaniclastic debris from far-
western and southern sources
filled most of the Laramide
structural basins. Except for
persistent barriers in the form
of the Laramie Mountains and
Black Hills, a principally east-
ward grain of the drainage pat-
tern was reestablished.
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scope of this research, reconstructions of paleolandscapes and ancient
drainage patterns have direct implications for studies of the evolution of
life, plus potential for economic applications.

Table 2. Chariges in Percentage of Map Area for Hydrographic Basins*
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(J I .;§ ~~ f ~ § .,f l
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.,f
c .ri' .$

.,§i .$''" .$
Ancient Powder

River drainage

Ancient Bighorn
River drainage

General eastward

drainage

Drainage to
Tatman Lake

Ancient Green

River drainage

Drainage &om east
of Laramie Mts.

14 ? 26 24 78 78 78 89 48

? 4 3 16 16 16 5

79 ? 52 100

? 10

? 64 57

7 ? 6 6 6 6 6 6

'Values rounded from two decimal plai:es, total map area is 288702 km2. Note 1ww relative
basin sizes were sequentially influeru:ed by Laramide tectoniSm, Absaroka-Gallatin-Challis
volcanism, and aggradation ofvolcani1: debris from more distant sources (see Figure 2).
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Adobe Town Presentation - Public Hearing
October 24,2007 - BLM Hdqtrs., Rock Springs, WY

(Sponsoredby Stateof WyomingEnvironmentalQualityCouncil)

Greetings/thanks FILEn
OCTZ ~ 2007

ierri A. Lorenzo D'
Environmental.QUa~;ty

,
erector.

OUncJ/

Name - Jason A. Lillegraven

Presentation will be in the spirit of your needs - provision of facts

Background qualifications
UW Geology/Zoology faculty - 3 decades (teaching/research/service) - with focus on

Systematic paleo of vertebrates (fish through mammals)
Principles of paleontology
Paleogeographic evolution of WY within geological contexts of Rocky Mtns. and

High Plains
Past-President Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
National Science Foundation Program Director in Systematic Biology
NSF proposal review panel in Geology/Paleontology
In 4thyear of retirement but continuing as

Co-editor of Rocky Mountain Geology
Field mapping of NW Bighorn Basin, E Wind River Basin, and E Hanna Basin

State of Wyoming Professional Geologist (# 24)

Representing only myself

< SLIDES>

SLIDE 1 - Why important?
Focus today is on unique aspects of Washakie Basin (in general) and Adobe Town (in

particular)
Just one geological/paleontological perspective of many possible

SLIDE2 - Principal physiographic features
Locate Washakie Basin and surrounding features
Most features across WY (except Yellowstone and Tetons) are relict from c. 45 Ma -

preserved since then by ashfall cover from NV volcanoes

SLIDE 3 - Relevant geologic time scale
"Ma"

Assemblages of fossil mammals form the main means of dating WY Cenozoic strata -
Used as standards across western North America to date nonmarine rocks



SLIDE 4 - Relative timing
Go through components - late in Cretaceous through Eocene
Washakie Basin uniquely contains the entire pile (through the Uintan)

This is the only place in WY, and one of only two places in the entire Rockies

SLIDE 5 - End of the Cretaceous (65 Ma)
Extinction of dinosaurs

Explain the two views
All one drainage basin - into retreating mid-continental seaway

SLIDE 6 - End of the Paleocene (55 Ma)
Crustal contraction (c. 20%) led to rugged topography and drainage subdivisions (to

Gulf of Mexico and maybe Hudson Bay)

SLIDE 7 - Late in early Eocene (48 Ma)
Advent of Absaroka (and Challis/Gallatin) volcanism
General internal drainage into Lake Gosiute and Fossil Lake
Lake Tatman in S Bighorn Basin

SLIDE 8 - Early in late Eocene (45 Ma)
Lake Gosiute became filled and drained to S - and maybe into Pacific Basin
Geologic story closely tied to volcanism in NW Wyoming, SW Montana, and E-central

Idaho - Huge drainage basin

SLIDE 9 - Late in Eocene (33 Ma)
Dominance of distant volcanism - prodigious ashfall across the continent
Filled the basins, subdued the topography, and restored the E-ward drainage -

"Nebraska with lumps"
Preserved the middle Eocene landscape from erosion - until the last 10 my years

or so - entire continent now under unrelenting erosion

SLIDE 10 - Principal physiographic features [again]
Refer to stackof plates - explainerosionalrelationships- unique preservation at

Adobe Town - "unique" goes beyond "rare"

QUESTIONS?


